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Address Verallia France 
Voa Verrerie d´Albi 
ZI Albi Saint-Juery,  
rue François Arago,  
81011 Albi Cedex 9

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of Container Glass, Foods, Beverage

From small collector series to great industrial series

From classic decor to decor specially developed for events, a variety of choices allows you to make your glass bottle unique while protecting the
environment.

Screen printing

“Stencil-like” printing to produce your decor color after color. 
Different effects available: luminescent, heat-sensitive, fragrant.

Acid etching

Immersion in an acid solution to give the glass a satin-like appearance. 
Certain areas can eventually be spared.

Coating

Paint-spraying either whole, partial or degraded. 
A variety of different effects: mat, glossy, shining, opaque, translucent, soft, metal, and iridescent.

Metallization

Thin metal coating on the whole or in part of the bottle. 
Your bottle will have a shiny or mat finish, in the color of your choice.

Accessory add-ons

Accessory add-ons to give your bottle a fashionable, eye-catching touch: metal medallion, diamonds, leather sheath.
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